
“�After�researching�various�treatment�options,�
I�was�convinced�that�Sofwave�offered�the�

solution�I�was�looking�for,�an�efficacious�

treatment�with�no downtime and  
no risks.�

The�treatment�was�comfortable and 
fast�and�I�noticed�an�improvement�already�
two�weeks�after�my�first�treatment.”
Patient, C.G., Florida
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ABOUT SOFWAVE

From the founders of the aesthetic industry, 

Sofwave Medical brings a novel approach 

to skin treatments using proprietary Intense 

Ultrasound Beam™ Technology.

Sofwave’s breakthrough technology delivers a 

new standard of care to aesthetic treatments, 

providing safe and effective aesthetic 

treatments for patients.
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HOW IS SOFWAVE BETTER THAN 
OTHER EXISTING TECHNOLOGIES?

Today there are various energy-based 

technologies designed to treat facial lines and 

wrinkles. Aggressive options (such as lasers) can 

cause significant damage to the skin surface, 

leading to a long healing period, considerable 

downtime and may have a high risk of side 

effects. Even RF micro needling treatments, 

that have recently become popular, can be 

uncomfortable, risky and require downtime.

Gentler, non-invasive solutions (such as IPL and 

noninvasive RF) have shown limited efficacy, 

and in most cases, require multiple treatments.

Sofwave’s unique technology enables the 

controlled delivery of energy, in terms of 

amount and location, while protecting the skin 

surface with an integrated cooling mechanism. 

The treatment is effective, comfortable and 

there is no downtime.

HOW LONG IS THE TREATMENT?

The treatment itself is fast. It can take as little as 

30-40 minutes for the full face and neck region.

Smart Science. Simple Solutions.
Sofwave is an FDA cleared, non-invasive and no downtime treatment of fine lines and wrinkles 

using a next generation ultrasound technology, Intense Ultrasound Beam™.

The fractional heating effect created by Sofwave’s unique ultrasound delivery, stimulates the 

production of new collagen and elastin which leads to the reduction in fine lines and wrinkles.

HOW MANY TREATMENTS ARE NEEDED?

Typically, the treatment protocol calls for 1-2 

treatments, depending on the patient’s skin 

condition and the physician‘s recommendation.

WHEN CAN I EXPECT TO SEE RESULTS?

The collagen regeneration process can 

sometimes take up to 12 weeks, so patients  

are expected to see ongoing improvements in 

the 3 month period after their treatment.

In Sofwave’s clinical trials, results have been 

shown in as little as, post one treatment.

ARE THERE ANY SIDE EFFECTS  
WITH SOFWAVE?

No, Sofwave is a non-invasive, no downtime 

treatment. Clinical trials have shown the 

technology to be effective and safe. 

Immediately post treatment, the skin may 

appear slightly red with limited swelling  

for up to a few hours post treatment.


